Abstract. In this paper we discuses the periodic solutions of particular cases of the following general system of difference equations
Introduction
Periodic solutions of a difference equations have been investigated by many researchers, and various methods have been proposed for the existence and qualitative properties of the solution.
Cinar [1] has obtained the positive solution of the difference equation system 
REMARK.
It is quite easy to note that this system is equivalent to the two dimension system xn+2 = yn+\ = Un+i which is of period three.
Clark and Kulenovic [3] has investigated the global stability properties and asymptotic behavior of solutions of the system Un Xn+1 = ; , Vn+1 a + cy n b + dx n Grove, Ladas, McGrath and Teixeira [4] has studied existence and behavior of solutions of the rational system
Vn
Schinas [5] has studied some invariants for difference equations and systems of difference equations of rational form.
Similar to the references above, in this paper we discuses the periodic solutions of particular cases of the following general system of difference equations n -, X «1 + «22/n b\Zn-1 + b 2 Z n (1.1)
x n+ i -; , y n+ 1 = azz n + a±x n -\Zn n bzx n y n + biX n y n -i C\Z n -\ + c 2 z n z n+1 = ; ; , CZXn-Wn-X + C^n-l Vn + C^X n y n where the initial conditions x-i, xo, y~i, yo, z-i, and zq are arbitrary nonzero real numbers and aj, and Cj, for ¿ = 1,2,3,4, j = 1,2,3,4,5 are non-negative real numbers. DEFINITION (Periodicity). A sequence {x n }^L_ k is said to be periodic with period p if x n+p = x n for all n > -k.
Main results

The case:
= a± = b\ = 64 = ci = C4 = C5 = 0, a\ = 03, b 2 = 63 and c 2 = C3. In this case the system (1.1) reduces to 
x n -\y n -\x n y n x n -iy n -i
To complete the proof we see that for n = 2 the result holds. Now suppose that n > 2 and that our assumption holds for n -1. That is; 
Proof. Prom Eq.(2.2) we have
Also, for n = 0 the result holds. Now suppose that n > 0 and that our assumption holds for n -1. That is;
It follows that 1 #4n+l = -24n
The proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION. It is easy to see that each of the following systems is periodic with period four
-I 
^n+6 -nTo obtain the solutions we suppose that the result holds for n = 0. Now suppose that n > 0 and that our assumption holds for n -1. That is; 
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